The first correct entry drawn will receive a copy of Chambers Crossword Dictionary; two runners-up will receive a copy of an anthology of puzzles from the Chambers range. Write your name and contact details in the space provided and send to: Listener Crossword No 4066, 63 Green Lane, St Albans, Hertfordshire AL3 6HE, to arrive by January 7.

Unclued entries give the what (as spoken of in the title), which can be found at 8 dn & 35 ac (three words); whilst the when can be found at 27 ac & 22 dn (five words). The main object of the puzzle is detailed at 15 ac, but must then also be found by following the instructions given in the set of clues, after which it must be highlighted in the grid's final construction, which must form the entry submission. All clues contain a definition of the answer and a consecutive jumble of its letters, beginning at the start or ending at the end of a word. The Chambers Dictionary (2008) is the primary reference. Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase & Fable provides an explanation of the puzzle's theme.

Across
1 Feast and sup: Yuletide carousal (4)
5 Out of one's skull from the brandy in the puds - shame! (7)
11 Levity from cracker well below par - "Knock, knock ..." (5)
13 Drunkenly, I would fall and cut head ... (5)
14 ... going: "I'm Pope, I live in Vatican City!" So ... (7)
17 ... red vino meant I was giving a title to myself (12)
20 I'm so glad I got this thingumajig for Xmas (5)
22 Dieting was no fun - let's cut the Xmas cake (4)
25 There's a point to this: have a pee early on Boxing Day (4)
26 One Xmas I got given a leg of mutton ... (5)
30 ... only I'd expected garlic pate - and it was off (11)
37 Red, red Robin wandered along ... (5)
38 ... it was alert and grasping some holly (5)
39 "Grand," said I, with a note of contempt ... (7)
40 ... "a holiday: now we can put our feet up" (4)

Down
1 Mum raised and fed pup on Xmas leftovers ... (5)
2 ... it's a sore point, considering what's in most food (7)
3 Both together for Xmas? (3)
4 I keel over when keg's empty (4)
5 Read that Epistle I got from "The Rock" (7)
6 Decreed a December week served as the ... (4)
7 ... Season of Goodwill: being trashy, one's really taken for a ride by it ... (4)
9 ... oh, it hasn't been easy, since the early Christians decided on it (4)
10 Orders set menu, including Xmas Pudding (7)
12 No "zizzing" in Church after Xmas dinner ... (4)
16 ... enthusiasm for the catechism? Pooh! ... (5)
18 ... I gave the epitome of grimace, being seen to ... (3)
19 ... screw up my face: "It's two ... (5)
20 ... hours! Any danger of a drink?" I complained (7)
21 Elap and Sabre (amongst many others) may have Xmas Trees stored in the attic (7)
23 A stove for cooking festive saag aloo? (3)
24 Donations go toward animal charities at Xmas (7)
28 Song about snowdrift: it is seasonal (4)
29 Eventually fed guests with sweet (5)
31 Eaten with sushi - or nibbled on Boxing Day? (4)
32 Winter always got very cold, I decided (4)
33 It completes the score in a docudrama about Jesus (4)
34 Nasty, ancient letter from Caesars ... (4)
36 ... giving their anger against Christians (3)

More information about Chambers books can be found at www.chambers.co.uk

A dedicated site for Listener puzzle fans can be found at www.listenercrossword.com